PARKING UPDATE FOR HOUSING RESIDENTS

Housing residents are able to buy a Housing U permit. It is valid in all Housing area lots and U permit lots.

Cost for the 2019-2020 Academic Year is $270

Housing residents are able to buy a Housing CU permit. It is valid in all Housing lot areas, U permit lots, the Central Garage, and Lassonde Studios.

Cost for the 2019-2020 Academic Year is $648

Housing residents are able to purchase Shorline Garage permits. It is valid in the Shoreline Garage level one and U permit lots.

Cost for the 2019-2020 Academic Year is $648

Sold to anyone affiliated with the University who wishes to park a motorcycle on campus. Motorcycles must be parked in designated motorcycle pads around campus. They can also be parked in regular vehicle stalls, provided the appropriate permit is displayed.

Cost for the 2019-2020 Academic Year is $80

If you live in Cedar Court 700 or U of U at Block 44, additional parking permit regulations apply. Please visit housing.utah.edu/living-the-u/parking-transportation to learn more.

Commuter Services

University of Utah Commuter Services manages all campus transit including parking, shuttles, and UTA services. Visit the Commuter Services website to purchase a parking permit and to view a comprehensive campus parking map.

commuterservices.utah.edu